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The 2nd sg. imperatives .v{jdhi (: yudh- "fight') and bodhi (; budh- 'awake, heed') are usually seen

as athematic imper:'llives in -dhi with irregular gUl:Iil of the root syllable and reduction of the geminate

duster -ddhi- to -dh-. It is argued here, by contrast, that these forms arc ut:{ually analogical ncalions

on the basis of the 2nd sg. imperativejli.yi (:)11,1'- ·enjoy'). Etymologically and hislorically,j6,I'j is a

"si- imperative" (*j6,1"-.yi), hapJologized from a 2nd sg. subjunctive *j6~'asi / *.~eusesi. Synchronically,

however. it appeared to he an "i-imperative" based on the gunated rooL and the overall parallelism

of lhe verbs vudh-. hudh-, and )u-.I'- led to the creation of .widhi and bodhi on the same mode!.

IT WAS FROM READING one of Stanley Insler's stimu
lating articles nearly thirty years ago that I first came to
appreciate the oddity of the Vedic 2nd sg. imperatives
vrJdhi (: yudh- 'hght") and bodhi (: budh- 'awake, heed').'
In dedicating this liule study to him now, J hope that our
honorand will he pleased to sec how much my analysis
owes to him.

:wldhi is a hapax, occurring at RV V 3.9:

tiva sprdhi pi/dram _'HJdhi l'idwlf1, putrrj yas ((' ,Hlhll.mb suna

ill/('

Insler (p. 556) translates this passage as follows: "Pro
tect (or free) the father. Knowing how, fight (for him)
who is considered thy son ... " In adopting this interpre
tation, he specifically upholds the traditional analysis of
yr5dhi as a form of yudh-, correctly rejecting the attempts
of Oldenberg, Geldncr, and other scholars to refer it to
yu- 'keep away'.2 Insler's stated reaSon for preferring
yudh- to yu- is functional: transitive yu~, he notes, never
appears in the Rigveda without an overt direct object.
But his discussion as a whole reveals another, more in
tuitive line of thought: since y(jdhi is inseparahle from
bodhi, and since bodhi is a form of hudh-, y6dhi must be
a form of the morphologically parallel root .vudh-.

hodhi itself-not to be confused with the homopho
nous hut unrelated 2nd sg. impv. hodhi (hodln') 'he(come)'

I I refer, of course, to Insler 1972 (hereinaner "Insler"), es

pecially pp. 556-64.
2 Sec Insler's discussion, where full references are given. The

connection to yudh- is maintained by Grassmann, Whitney. and

Macdonell.

(: bhu-)-l_is attested ten times in the Ri/?veda. The typi
cal use is seen in passages like IV 3.4:

rtli.l'va bodhi {tacit Sl'ildh/(1

Being of good aUention, be aware of the truth, thou per

ceiver of truth.

and VIII 43.27:

agile .wi hodhi me vdca~1

Agni, be now aware of my words.4

Since both yudh- and budh- have characterized presents
in -.va- (yudhya-, hlldhya-), the imperatives y6dhi and ho
dhi must be classified as root aorists. As active athematic
imperatives in -dhi, however, they are anomalous in at
least two respects: I) they show single -dh- rather than
expected *-ddh- for presumed underlying /-dh-dhi/; and
2) they have full grade, rather than zero grade, of the
root. The expected root-based imperatives of _vudh- and

1 On bodhi "(be)come', which was probably accented ditrcr

ently from *bddhi 'heed". see espe(:iaJly Jamison 1997, with lit

erature. lamison's point of departure is the present imperative

hhava; she assumes that this gave monosyllahic *hho, which

was then extended hy the addition of the imperative particle

-dhi. To explain the special development to *bllO, she envis

ages a pre(:o(:ious Middle Indic sound change of -uv(/- to -0-;

an alternative might he to start with a truncated imperative

*hhav' (i.e., 11r. *hhu!!'). typologkally (:omparable 10 Lal. rae
'do', die 'say'. etc.

4 Insler's translations in hoth passages.
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budh--the present vs. aorist distinction makes no differ
ence here-would have been *yuddhf and *buddhi. The
problem is to explain why these fonns seem to have been
replaced by y6dhi and bodhi.

Insler (p. 556f., n. 9) attributes the simplification of
*-ddhi to -dhi in .v6dhi and bodhi to the preceding heavy
syllable, comparing the loss of the root-tinal consonant
in t[ndhi (: trd- 'bore'), p[11dhi (: prc- 'mix'), bhmidhi
(: bhafij- 'break'), rundhf (AV) (: rudh- 'obstruct'), and
vrildhi (: I'{j- 'twist'). These examples, however, arc not
satisfying comparanda, since all involve thc loss of the
medial consonant in sequences of the type -NCICZ-' The
*-ddh- in *ydddhi and *boddhi, by contrast. was for all
practical purposes intervocalic, even if-as is nol un
likely-thc root vowel at the time of the putative pho
nological reduction was the diphthong *-au- rather than
-0-. Clusters. and in particular geminates, were nol sim
plified in this position; direct counterexamples can be
seen in agent nouns of the type yoddh.f- (: vudh-), ceaf
(: cit- 'notice'), hhettf- (: hhid- 'split'), etc." An extreme
variant of the "reduction" approach underlies Mayr
hofer's attempt (1986: I 11-12) to place the degemina
tion of *-ddhi to *-dhi within Proto-Indo-European.
According to Mayrhofer, "im Faile von RV ), 3, 9 y6dhi
,wehre ab!' (und in vetI, bodhi ,merke, sci wachsam!')
schemen Wurzeln auf *ueud" vor dem Morphem -dhi die
Silbengrenze nach *o(,U_ zu legen, wodurch °dhd"i in
der Position. TTV zu .TV vereinfacht wurde," This, how
ever. is merely notational sleight-of-hand; it is almost
inconceivable that a preform of the type *jeudh-dhi
could even have been syllabified *jeu.dhdhi in a phonet
ically meaningful way.

Even more surprising than the apparent reduction of
*-ddhi to -dhi is the unexpected gunation of the roots
.vudh-, hudh· to yo(dh)-. ho(dh)-, The normal Vedic rule
for the formation of aorist and present imperatives in
-dh; (-hi) calls for zero grade of the root; d, -<rudhi
(: .§ru- 'hear'; root aor.), krdhi (: k{- 'do'; root aor.), gaM
(: gam~ 'go'; root aor.), hrilhi (: hrii- 'say'; root pres,), ihi
(: i- 'go': root pres,), dhehf < *dha(d)zdhf (: dhc7- 'put';
reduplicated pres.), .f,nwhf (: .fru-: nasal pres,), as well
as t{ndhi, pnidhi, etc" cited above. Exceptions occur;
these, however, arc mainly of the type /wgdhf(: sak- 'be
able'; root aor.), edhi < *azdhi (: as- 'bc'; root pres.),
sohi (: sil- 'bind'; root am.), andpah{(: /HI- 'protect'; root

5 While it is perfectly true that these forms could have re

stored the douhle dental sequences by analogy, it is hard to see

why an analogical process that restored voddh,r. for *yodhf
would no! also have restored *.widdhi for wid},i,

pres,), which illustrate "the overwhelming tendency of
roots of the shape (C)CaC and (C)Cii to generalize their
full-grade morphemes in root formations" Onsler: 552),
Vfjdhi and bodhi clearly have nothing to do with this
phenomenon; roots in medial -i-, -u-, and -r- notoriously
retain their inherited zero grades, and even extend zero
grade at the expense of full grade in certain grammatical
categories. As far as the origin of y(jdhi and bodhi is
concerned, therefore, one of the following three general
scenarios must be correct. Either I) both forms go back
to very ancient-in effect, late PIE-preforms with an
atypical but historically justified full grade; or 2) one of
yddhi and hodhi has a historically justified full grade
and the other is analogical; or 3) neither yddhi and hadhi
is old, but both arc closely modeled on a third form or
group of forms with a well-motivated full grade. The
tirst possibility is purely theoretical; no one has ever ad
duced independent morphological evidence to support
the proposition that latc or dialectical PIE had both a
full-grade *jeudh-dhi6 and a full-grade *bheudh-dhL
Practically speaking, the choices that need to be consid
ered are 2) and 3), These are discussed below.

Insler's proposed solution to the problem of y6dhi and
hodhi falls under the broad heading of 2). The root aorist
of .vudh-, as he points out (558f.), is represented in the
Ri/?l'eda not only by the imperative yddhi, but also by the
3rd sg. subjunctive yodhal and the middle participle
yodhiina-. Although the full-grade form yadluind-, stand
ing in lieu of expected *yudhiind-, is virtually unique, it
recalls the present middle participle strlviina- / staviina
(: stu- 'praise'), with the regular weak vocalism-histori
cally, *e-grade-of a PIE "Narten" present7 Insler makes
no attempt to argue that the root *jeudh- itself formed
such a present in the parent language, since the stern
yudhya- « *judh-je/d-) shows every sign of being an IE
inheritance. He proposes instead to set up a Narten root
aori!,t, differing in aspect from a Narten present but hav
ing the same *e : *l ablaut pattern, The aorist middle
participle yodhiina- « *jeudh-()n()~ or *jeudh-mhJno-), 8

6 Or *Hjeudh-dhi; d, LlV 201f. Since the evidence for the

initial l<lryngeal is inconclusive, the traditional reconstruction

with *i- will he retained here.

7 The term, which Imler does no! employ, refers to the acro

static (root-accented) present type with *e: *e ablaut, as classi

cally described by Narten (\968).

KThe position of the accent in yodhiina-, as Insler notes,

must he secondary: the shift from acrostatic to "normal" ac

centuation is also seen in .\llIviina- beside sUil'iinll- and ohiirui

(: £ill· 'consider') heside (ihlillll-.
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under this interpretation, was a typical Narten full-grade
weak form; another was the imperative .w5(d)dhi < *jeudh

dill. The inherited )!(jdhi, according to lnsler, triggered
the analogical creation of hoJJii. Crucial for the analogy
was the fact that hudh-, like yudh-, formed an active root
aorist subjunctive (h/hlhat, bridhati, etc.). In proportional
terms,

yudh-. subj. vodhat . impv. VI'idhi : hudh-, subj. h()dhm :

impv. X.

where X was solved as bodhi (p. 561 ). As Insler correctly
notes, the fact that the rool aorist of budh- lacks acti ve
forms outside the subjunctive (cf. 3 sg. "passive" aor.
dhodhi, pI. abudhran (-ram), budhdnta, ptep. budlulnd-)
makes an analogical origin for bodhi likely in any case.

This intuitively attractive account is unfortunately com
promised by two facts. The first, which Insler could not
possibly have foreseen in 1972, is that Narten aorists
root aorists with *e : .t.t" ablaut-seem not to have existed
as a formal category in PIE. While the parent language
did have a handful of root aorists with a Narlen-Iike full
grade, rather than zero grade, in the middle (e.g., 3rd sg.
*men-to 'brought to mind' I> GAv. nUlJ/ft7!; *hler-to 'got
moving' [> Ved. drta, ptcp. drilfla-I; etc.), none of these
had lengthened-grade actives or, indeed, any active
forms at all. More generally, lengthened grade is nowhere

unambiguously attested or reflected in a root aorist. either
in Vedic, Avestan, or any other early IE language.'! This
is why most current students of the IE verbal system, in
cluding Hardarson (1993:57ff.l and UV (20--21), main
tain that, at least in the active, all PIE root aorists were
of the "normaL" or *e : zero apophonic type. In

9 Apparent cases of lengthened-grade root ,torists are either

secondary Of hetter explained in other ways. Thus, e.g .. LIt.

lienil 'cattle' and 1'0ch. R .fern 'went' poinl to a root-form *g(Jem-,

hut the original pamdigm was prohahly a normal root aorist with

a long vowel that arose through inner-IE sound changes (1st sg.

*x(Jt'rn-m > *xC'cm: 2nd sg. *X'-!lim-S > *Xflcm l---Jo "xc·tinls]?]).
Ok. i:yijpa 'grew old' is tmced to a lengthened-grade aorist by

Peters (19RO: 313f.), hut the vocalism of this perennially trou

blesome form is inseparable from thal of the present YTJPUOKW

lind the noun YllPW; 'old age'. Paee Adams (l9RR: R71".), the To

charian imperfect/preterite type A lyak, B lwika 'saw' is hetter

analyzed as a lengthened-grade (Narten) imperfect than as an

aorist; see Weiss 1996: 674 and Jasanoft' 199R: 30M., where an

equation is suggested with the Latin type legit 'read'.

10 It is important 10 emphasize, however. that "normal" rool

'.lOrists were not necessarily the same as "normal" imperfects,

The second difficulty with Insler's explanation of yodhi
is that even if it could he shown that there were Narten
root aorists in PIE, and even if it werc known lhat the
root *jeudh- in fact formed such an aorist, there would
still be no hasis for predicting *jeudh-dhi rather than
*judh-dhf as its imperative. The only interestingly par
allel Rigvcdic case of a "Narten" imperative in *-dhi.
prcsent or aorist, is stuhf (= YAv. °stiiiSi) 'praisc', found
nearly two dozen times beside the present stauti. II Whilc
it is not inconceivable that this form replaced an earlier
full-grade *sf(Jhi or (1Ir.) *sftiudhi, just as zero-grade
stuwinti replaced earlier '~stdvati « *ste!!pti) in the 3rd
pI., the fael remains that there is not a single quotahle ex
ample of a full-grade Narten imperative of the type al
legedly seen in ,widhi. The proposed derivation of WJdhi
from *jeudh-dhi, in short, is so prohlematic as to be vir
tually untenable.

What. then, can we say about the origin of y(5dhi and
bodhi? losler is obviously right that bodhi, as an isolated
active form embedded in a basically deponent paradigm,
must be analogical.l~ He is also right to stress the mor
phological parallelism of the roots yudh- and hudh-,
which goes far beyond y6dhi, bodhi and the subjunc
tives yodhat, hddhat(i). Thus, e.g., both roots also make
class IV (-yo-) presents, represented by the multiply at
tested .vl1dhva- (active and middle) and bl1dhya- (middle
only), both with Iranian cognates. The stem budhya- in
particular conforms to a well-known Vedic (and, mutatis
mutandis, IE) pattern. Like a number of other primarily
intransitive roots, hudh- underlies a "stative-intransitive
system:' a synchronic array consisting, inter alia, of a
present in -ya- (hl1dh:vo-), a stative perfect (ptcp. hubudh
£/1/(1-, subj. blihodhati), and an intransitive middle
("passive") root aorist in 3rd sg. -i, 3rd pI. -ran / -ram

their counterparts in the present system. As repeatedly pointed

out hy Karl Hotrmanl1 (cl"., e.g .. Holl"mann 196R: 7-X), there is

good reason to believe that the zero-grade stern, which char

acterizes the entire dual and plur<ll in the presenlJimperfect

active. was confined tn the 3rd pI. in the indicative of the root

aorist.

11 To which may be added mrf}1hi (: mri-, pres. mary!i, 'wipe')

in the Alharvaveda. Although ad- 'cat' and tak.y- 'fashion' made

Narten presents, the structure of these roots makes it impossihle

to conclude anything from the imperatives llddhi and la!hi.

12 This is also the tentative L1V view, which takes hodhi to

be an alteration or thc present imperative hddha (p. 67). But

widhi cannot be explained in this way, and the supposed

change from -dlw to -dhi is unparalleled in other thematic im

peratives to roots in -1111-
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root aorist indie. acttve
root aorist indie. middle

root aorist subj. actIve
root aorist subj. middle
i~'-aorjsl active
i~'-aorist middle
aorist imperative active

yudh-
none
yodhiina
lyutsmahi (AV)j

vodhal
none
flyodhil, y()dhi.~'a!, etc.

none
_wjdhi

budh·
none
abodhi, ahudhran, budht.in(i~

[ahhut.\·i, -mahi I
Mdhat(i), etc.
none
b6dhi5al
none
hodhi

(dbodhi, abudhmn, ptcp. budhiina- ).1\ Similar triplets of
fonns arc associated with the roots .(uc- 'be kindled' (pres.
,I:lkya-, perf. plcp. ,\:u,\:ukvof!1s-, aor. a,l:oci), pad- "fall'
(pres. pddya-, perf. 3rd sg. papdda, aor. dpiJdi), jan- 'be
born' (pres. javlI-, perf. mid. jaji1d, aor. djani), and tn:
'thirst' (pres. t/.yya-, perf. mid. ptcp. tiitr,~ti!Jd-, aor.
tn-ii!J(i-). Simpli: pairs consisting of a perfect and a pas
sive aorist arc particularly common (cf.. e.g., perf.
cikfta / cikif(; aor. (iceti [: cit- 'notice / appear'[; perf.
,\:u,\:rdva / .\:II,l:run5 : aor. ,I:rtil'i. GAv. snluui (: .6·u- 'hear'];
perf. ruroca / mruct~ : aor. amci [: ruc- 'shine'}; etc,).

The present vudhva- suggest.. that the root yudh-,
which etymologically meant 'be(coml') nctivc I agitated',
may originally have formed a Slalivc-intransitive system
as well. The lack of a stative perfect does not rule out
this possihllily (d. L1l/ 202L and neithcr docs the ab
sence of a linitt, middle or p<lssivc root aorist paradigm,
which could easily be acddental or secondary. Indirect
evidence for a middle root aori~t of vlIdh- comes from
the I st pI. s-aorist injunctive vllt.l'lt/ahi (All). which looks
very much like the sigmatici/.ation of an earlier *.vudh

mahi; compare 1st pI. ahhulsnwhi (RV Y 3.4, VII 81.3),
clearly the replacement of older *ahlldhmahi. 14 Pointing
specifically to <I 3rd sg, "passive" *dyodhi is the apo
phonically aberrant participle yodhiilld-. The closest par-

I" Stative-inlrallsitive systems are discussed ill exlenso jJl

Jusanolf (2002). At the IE level there wus a fourth term-the

"stative" pn:scnt type (cf. L1V 15) vestigially rcprescJlted in

Vedic hy forms like cil£i 'appears' (RV X 143.4). The middle

root aorists assocIated with stative-intransitive systems were,

wilh u very few lexieul exceptions (e.g., *mell-. *hler-l, of a

distinctive forrnal type, originally characterized hy *n *{'

ablaul and othn special features. Sudl PIE ""tative-inlransitive

aorisls" (hrietly discussed in Jasanoft' 1994: 1f,4tL) are reflected

in Indo-Ir,mian by middle mot aorists wilh a 3rd sg. "passive" ill

i and a 3rd pi, in -mn, -mm, -m. Our 1I1ldnslanding of the syn

chrony of these forrns owes an enormous debt to tnsler 196X.

1,1 To which m,ly be added 1sT sg. dhhulsi. The process is

discllssed by Narten 1964: 26tf.

allel to yodhilna- elsewhere in the Vedic corpus is the
privative adjective acetiina- 'unknowing' (RV VII 13.7),
which implies a full-grade participle *cetilna- or *dtilna-.
The formal relationship of the participle -atilna- to the
passive aorist dceti (d. above) is the same as that of
yodhilnd- to the suspected but unattested *ayodhi. If, as
I have suggested elsewhere, the PIE ancestor of the Indo
Iranian passive aorist had *0 : *e, rather than *0 zero
ablaut, then yodhilnd- and -cetiina- may well preserve
the weak vocalism of the PIE "stative-intransitive aorist"
in its original form. I ';

The general parallelism of the roots yudh- and budh
is underscored by the surprising and unexplained fact
that hoth also underlie a very rare active i.J-aorist. In the
case of hudh- this is restricted to the hapax 3rd sg. sub
junctive h6dh(wt (II 16.7); in the case of .vltdh- the sub
junctive .vodhi,wt is flanked by an injunctive (2nd sg.
yodhis), an imperative (2nd du. yodhi.J,tam), and an in
dicative (3rd sg. dyodhil). Putting the i ..I'-aorist together
with the root aorist, we obtain a Gesamtbild of the aorist
of yudh- and budh- that is best appreciated in tabular
form as shown above, No more eloquent confirmation
could be found for Insler's insight that the imperatives
y(ldhi and hodhi are inseparable. Finding an indepen
dently motivated explanation for .v6dhi, as Insler auempts
to do, would clearly translate at once into an explana
tion for bodhi, and vice versa. Unfortunately, however,
neither y()dhi nor hodhi appears to lend itself to such an
explanation. Neither has a discoverable Indo-European
pedigree; neither can be be generated analogically from
within its own extended paradigm: neither has any claim
to historical priority over the other. It will not be amiss
at this point to recall, therefore, that there is another
pOSSIbility to consider-the possibility that both forms
are analogical to something else,

There is one, and only one. other verbal root in the
Rigveda that forms a root aorist with an exclusively

15 Cf. n. 1J, Imler was thus probably correct to assign
.vodhiind- TO an acrostatic, if not to a Narten, paradigm.
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root aorist indic. active none

"passive"-lype indicative and participle beside an exclu
sively active subjunctive. Remarkably. it is a root that,
like .vudh- and budh-, also happens to form an active i..\'
aorist suhjunctive and a full-grade active aorist impera
(i ve. The relevant forms ofju..~- 'enjoy' are the following: 16

root aorist indic. middle
root aorist suhj. active
root aorist subj. middle
i,.I'-aorist <Juive

i.y-aorisl middle

ajuyrall, jll..I'ii~l(i

jr)yat( i)

none

jt)yi,\'ut

none

Merely to review these facts is to grasp the true posi
tion of :v()dhi and bodhi. Neither form is an archaism:
both are analogical pendants to the inherited si-impera
tive jO,,,i < *Reusi. The inherent ambiguity 01" the form
)6..\"i caused it to be reanalyzed by some speakers as all
"i-imperative." and the ending -i was extended, dialec
tally at tirst, to the parallel roots yudh- and budh-. I') The
proportion was

subj.j(/.y-(i.y)(I{: impv.jri,I·-i:: subj. yodh-(i.~')(1{. !J(/dh-(i'.I')lI{

; impv. X.

aorist imper<llive active j().yi

The relationship of the imperativej(),~i to the other forms,
and in particular lO the modal formsj6~'at(i) andj(\~'i..I'at,

is on one level exactly the same as that of y6dhi and bo
dhi to yodhat, yodhi.."lI{ and b/jdhat(i), h6dhi,Wlt, respec
tively. But while yddhi and hodhi notoriously cry out for
explanation, )(),."i is perfectly well understood. It is a si

imperative of the same formal type as vtik.yi 'convey',
-,,'dk~\'i 'sacrifice', 11{~\'i 'lead', )e~'i 'conquer', and nearly
twenty others. I ".' .\·i-imperatives, as shown by Szemercnyi
(1966) for Indo-Iranian and by the present author for
lntlo-European as a whole (Jasanotr 19S6, 19S7: 92- 112),
are haplologized 2nd sg. sllhjunctives in *-s-e-si. The tirst
*-,~- of the pre-haplologized <:,equence i.<:' typically the
*-,\'- of the .\'-aorist, as, e.g., in Ved. vcik)i, nl."i fef. 3 sg.
indie. dl l ({!, dnai!1 < *l)i''fYI-s-r, *neiH-s-t) or OIr. com-h-r

'arise' <: *kr5m-ess-ress <: 'I'-re~-.\'i <: 'I'-reg-s.,e-si (: s-subj.
*ress- <: *-rt'g-s-e/o-). In other cases, however, the *-s

is either another sigmatic morpheme (so, e.g.. Yed . .~r6,\'i
'hear' [= Toch. B piiklyau.y] < *kleu-si < *kleu-s-e-si;
Hitl. palJ.~i 'proted <." ;"pehrsi <: *pehrs-(>-si, both prob
ably from .\'-presentsj, or simply the final consonant of
the root (so Hitt. cJi 'settle' <: *h1ehlsi < *h1t'llls-e-si
[I'el sim.J).)6~\'i, which forms a word equation with Olr.
tog 'choose' « *tt5-gos(s) <: *-Ml>usi <: *-ffeus-e-si),l~ is a
case of the latter type.

]6 Not shown is the very common thematic :Hlristju,wi-, best

attested in the imperative and possibly a thematiLation of the

middle root aorist. There was also a stative perfect juj6.ya,

ju;u,I'ul:ui-, etc., sllo\ving that the root *iieus- ! jll ..\"- formed a

pair of the same lype as cikda : aceti, ruroca : uroci, elc.

17 GAv. diJi,\i (: doi',\- 'show') is the lone Iranian representa

tive of the formation

1x To be sure. the Irish form was remodelcJ: hoth the

si-imperative '1''';CIISi and the associated subjunclive "";CIISC!O-

where X was solved as yodh-i, hodh-i. A typologically
similar process can be seen in Hittite, where bona tide
.'Ii-imperatives of the type pabk di (d. above) induced
the creation or Neo-Hittite i-imperatives of the type ~({bi

'light' and bani 'draw water', and other late forms. But in
Vedic, unlike Hittite, the career of the imperative ending
-i ended as quickly as it began. Transparent as the segmen
tation y(jdh-i, b(}(lh-i may have been to the first genera
tion of linguistic innovators, the subsequent propagation
of yddhi and bodhi across the Vedic speech community
clearly depended on the fact that they were perceived by
most native speakers as containing the imperative end
ing -dhi. The synchronic reinterpretation of .vddhi and
hodhi as irregularly altered forms of "'y/Jddhi, *bljddhi
or *yuddhf, *huddhf was not an error of Western San
skritists or the Indian grammarians. It was a reanalysis
hy the Yedic Aryans themselves.

were perceived as ordinary sigmatic formations and "'clarified'"

to *Rell,I·-si and gt'us-selo-. The later shortening of expected

j'{(/-,.;ii,I(.I) 10 *f6-,;r'h(s) in the imperative was due to the

influence of the .I'-suhjunctive, where loss of lenglh was pho

nologically regular in medial syllables and analogically ex

tended to other positions. See the discussion by Thurncysen

( 1l}46: 39211'.), and compare n. 19.

I') This was no!, of course, the only possible synchronic

analysis. Since the sequence -,1'-,\'- was phonotactically impos

sible in Vedic, jIJ,I'i could also be interpreted as the surLlCe re

,l1iLation of an underlying "normal" si.imperative /.i6~-~i/: this

parsing may have been responsible for the rise of the analogical

nonce rorl11 w/lsi (RV I 1.32.4). In the subjulldive (jlj,yUI, etc.).

where there were again two possible readings, the i.y-aorist

offered an obvious way to distinguish the sigmatic from the

non-sigmalic analysis. The result \'ias the partial renewal of

;1\\'(/1 by jIJ,I'(W{, whence the creation of yodhi,Hlf and !J6dhi.yul.
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